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Project Code  

 

THIS IS TO CERTIFY :  That the vessel, particulars of which are given below, has been inspected, as far as is 

practicable, in comparison with the requirements of the Seafish Construction Standards for a new build fishing vessel. 
(This is a HULL only inspection)  

All requirements stated in the boxes “SCS required scantlings” & “Actions required to meet Seafish Construction 
Standards” are those for a new build fishing vessel under Seafish supervision. Only the MCA can state what items are to 
be addressed for possible acceptance. 

The decision to allow or refuse registration of the vessel detailed below will be made by the MCA. If you do not receive a 
response from the MCA within a reasonable timeframe then please contact the principal MCA surveyor for your area. 

Note:  Dimensions stated on this form should not be used for registration purposes.  Refer to Official Certificate of Registry. 

 

Part 1 - Vessel and Owner Details 

 

NAME of VESSEL    BUILDER’S YARD No.       
 

OFFICIAL No.         PORT LETTERS & No.       
 

LENGTH REGISTERED       BREADTH 2.2m DEPTH 1.0m 
 

LENGTH OVERALL 5.6m YEAR of BUILD 1980's 
 

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL of HULL GRP 

CURRENT METHOD OF USE       

PROPOSED METHOD OF FISHING Netting/potting 

 

NAME of BUILDER Plymouth Pilots, 

ADDRESS Unit 2  Wixenford  Plymstock Plymouth Devon PL9 8AA 

       

TELEPHONE 01752  482588 E-MAIL enquiries@plymouthpilots.co.uk  

 

NAME of OWNER  

ADDRESS  

   

TELEPHONE  E-MAIL  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
By signing this document I hereby declare that in inspecting this vessel I had no conflict 
of interest.  This includes but is not exclusive to having: 
i)  No responsibility for the vessel's design or construction; 
ii) No responsibility for the operation of the vessel, or a sister vessel in production; and 
iii) No financial, ownership, purchase or commercial management interest in the vessel. 

 

MARINE SURVEYOR  
  
DATE                                  

COMPARISON REPORT for a vessel <7m LOA 

Official Stamp / Surveyor’s Address 

John Lilley & Associates 
Marine Surveyors 
Timber Specialist 
Little Foxes 
Cheselbourne 
Dorset DT2 7NT 

mobile 07963 011390 & 077501 144631 
Email johnlilley@seasurveys.co.uk. 
www.seasurveys.co.uk 

 

mailto:johnlilley@seasurveys.fsbusiness.co.uk
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Part 2 - General Description 

 
Date & Location of Inspection 

The vessel was inspected whilst she was afloat on her mooring and then later when dried out on Xxxxxxxx beach. 

 
General Description of the Vessel (including position of bulkheads) 

The vessel is an example of a 5.5 metre Plymouth Pilot (18 feet) believed to be constructed in the early 1980s in fibreglass. The 
design is of a heavy displacement round bilge open vessel. These vessels were quite often used as small commercial Harbour 
patrol vessels/Harbour master vessels and sailing club safety vessels as well as small commercial fishing vessels and, as a 
design, is a well respected and heavily constructed workboat. The design comprises of reasonable freeboard with a slight rise 
toward the bow, full sections at the bow. Near vertical transom with rudder hanging on transom. The underside is a round bilge 
with noticeable moulded central keel and aft moulded deadwood. Shallow timber bilge keels bolted to the hull   A conventional 
stern tube is fitted in the deadwood moulding. There is a timber keel extension aft and a sacrificial central long keel added to the 
base of the grp hull. 

A substantial amount of new timber work of high quality has been added throughout the vessel including heavy section gunnel, 
stemhead breasthook, stern quarter knees, Sampson post etc. 

This particular vessel has a new Beta 16 hp Diesel engine fitted along with new stern gear propeller and stern tube etc. 

There are no bulkheads fitted &  there is no collision bulkhead  fitted at the bow 

 
 

 
 

 

Limitations of Inspection 

The vessel inspected initially whilst afloat and then was later dried out a hard beach and the only part that could not be inspected 
at that time was the base of the centre keel. The vessel could be canted over one side or the other to give reasonably good access 
to the underlying bilges Internally the majority of the vessel was accessible and in this case the applicant assisted by removing 
some panels of the cockpit sole/deck for bilge access. 
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Part 3 - General Hull Condition & Freeboard 

 

External Condition Any remedial action recommended 

 

The vessel has been presented in extremely good cosmetic 
condition throughout. 
 
The vessel has been painted above the waterline with white 
finish gloss. Hammer testing the top sides found no areas of 
suspicion and there were no areas of physical damage, distortion 
or obvious thin/soft laminate on any part above the waterline. No 
obvious areas of impact damage or hard spot deterioration  
 
The gunnel has been fitted with a substantial section of 
varnished iroko built up from inner, outer and cap sections 
totalling 90 mm x 80mm. This has been fitted to professional 
standard and adds substantial rigidity to the hull top edge. This is 
all new. Heavy sections of iroko have been used to form stem 
breasthook and stern quarter knees. All varnished and well fitted. 
 
A mid height external rubbing strake has been fitted on port and 
starboard top sides. 
 
Below the waterline a blue antifoul finish is present. This is quite 
thin with no build up & well attached. No physical damage, 
obvious distortion or underlying laminate/gel coat defects were 
noted. The comprehensive hammer testing found no areas of 
concern. The conclusion of this hammer testing was that the hull 
is considered of very heavy lay up and construction . 
 
There is one hull fitted skin fitting beneath the waterline, this is 
new and is fitted with a sea cock internally and is used for the 
engine cooling water intake. No other underwater through hull 
fittings. 
 
The keel band has been replaced with a new stainless steel band 
and a stainless steel forefoot protection fabrication. A timber 
sacrificial keel has been added. The fastenings for this are all 
stainless steel 
 
A keel extension protects the transom hung rudder( not fitted on 
the day of inspection) it is believed that all of this work has been 
recently undertaken and appears to be to a good standard. 
 
A new three bladed bronze propeller is fitted, stainless steel shaft 
there. Bronze nut is locked on to the shaft with stainless lock tab 
washer. 
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Internal Condition Any remedial action recommended 

 
The internal layout comprises of an open boat configuration in 
that any water taken overboard drains into the bilge. Removable 
sole panels access the bilges. These removable panels are 
17mm plywood overlaid with 12mm planked and seamed iroko. 
All high quality and new.at this time. These boards are a very 
close fit and would not allow quick drainage of any quantities of 
sea water into the bilges taken over the side. 
. 
At the bow there is a built in bow locker extending 1200mm aft of 
the stem and 1100mm aft of the stem at waterline which has the 
potential to be watertight although at present is not. At the base 
of this locker is a section of grp deck sealed from the remainder 
of the locker and about 25mm above the waterline. The space 
below this is similar to a collision tank but is not watertight as 
there is drainage from within this space to the remainder of the 
bilges. 
 
At the stern there is a built in stern locker constructed from grp 
and sheathed plywood . This extends 500mm forward of the 
transom. This is not watertight at this time. 
 
Below the sole boards the hull is fitted with a number of structural 
floors of 25mm encapsulated plywood at 450mm spacing. All in 
well maintained condition. On top of these are iroko battens 
supporting the sole panels. This structure appears to be very 
supportive to the base of the hull beneath the cockpit sole. 
 
 
The vessel has no athwart ships frames or vertical stiffeneing 
above the cockpit sole other than the bonding of the forward 
locker to the hull sides and the bonding of the aft locker to the 
hull sides which effectively adds the required stiffeneing of a  
frame at those points, 
However, the vessel does have a significant longitudinal stringer 
at mid height of the topsides above the cockpit sole. This stringer 
is a grp encapsulation of face width 80mm and depth or 
thickness of 30mm. An additional timber rail of a total depth of 
50mm and face height of 30mm  is attached to this adding further 
rigidity. This longitudinal adds significant stiffness and rigidity to 
the hull. 
 It should also be noted that there are substantial and frequent 
athwart ships floors fitted and there is a minimal area of non 
supported topsides in this particular case. (See photographs) 
 
Manual bilge pump fitted sub.aft. Additional electric pump fitted. 
 
Engine single lever control port aft mounted on iroko framed and 
varnished support panel. 
 
Removable engine cover over engine with the engine 
instrumentation beneath a weatherproof cover panel. 
 
 
Stainless fuel tank, the vent could not be located for this. This is 
new. 
 
 
Because the vessel is classed as an open vessel there are 
limitations on her operating area. (An open vessel is one where 
any water taken aboard from above the waterline cannot drain 
overboard and drains to the bilges or low point on the vessel. 

 
It would be wise to incorporate drain areas in the tight fitting sole 
to help drain any large quantity of water taken overboard as 
quickly as possible to the bilges to avoid instability of the vessel 
whilst recovering. 
 
 
 
 
It will be later reported that either in built buoyancy or watertight 
bulkheads will have to be incorporated into the vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is later reported that the standards require the installation of 
athwart ships frames. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I would strongly advise to confirm a tank vent is fitted for this fuel 
tank and that it cannot draw water in given the location of the 
tank with no obvious tank vent above the level of the tank. 
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Freeboard 

 

Minimum freeboard measurement from the visible waterline to the deck at side or gunwale top in open vessels (mm) 630mm 
 

Required freeboard (mm) 
Minimum   
400mm 

 

Comments -    

The vessel would be considered an open vessel and as such has a limitation in her operating area of 20 miles from a safe haven and 
in favourable weather conditions     It is recommended that a notice is fitted that is visible at the helm position stating the limited area 
of operation. (Note this would be particularly relevant if any other than the applicant was using the vessel) 

 
 
 
 
 

Part 4 - Hull Inspection 

 

Scantling Comparison to Seafish Construction Standards Scantling Please Choose - 12.3 (use 10) 
 
 12 

Structural component Scantlings found SCS required scantlings Comments / Compliance 

Hardness Readings 
The vessel has been painted 
and no readings were possible 

 
Hardness of outer gel coat at 
random positions Shore 
durometer D scale:  Shore 
hardness of 85 equates to 
Barcol hardness of 32 
approximately.  Minimum  
Seafish standard hardness is 
Barcol 30 
 

 
Although no readings were 
taken there were no visual or 
physical indications of any 
area of under cure or soft 
laminate anywhere upon the 
accessible vessel 

 
Longitudinal  hull Stiffeners 

 
The vessel has one 
longitudinal stringer running 
full length of the topsides 
midway between the gunnel 
and the waterline 
approximately. This stringer is 
partly a grp lamination and 
partly an iroko timber rail and 
overall has a measurement of 
80mm x 80mm 
. (See photographs) 
 

 
10 scantling 

No  Longitudinal stiffening is 
required 
 

 
 

 
Although no longitudinals are 
required for this Scantling 
number this the longitudinal 
has been added and increases 
the rigidity of the topsides 
considerably. 

 
Transverse hull framing 

 
There are no athwart ships 
frames fitted other than the 
foredeck locker which is 
bonded to the hull and would 
take the place of the frame at 
this point. This is located 
between 1100 & 1200mm aft 
of the bow. The stern locker is 
also fitted which is bonded to 
the hull and would take the 
place of a frame. This is 
500mm forward of the 
transom. 
Athwartships floor sections of   
GRP encapsulated plywood 
approximately 25mm+ 
thickness & height of 250mm 
max @ 450mm spacing 
supporting the cockpit sole  & 
rising to the extreme edge of 
the sole along the inner sides 
of the vessel (see photos) 
 

 
10 Scantling 

Frame sections of 60 mm x 
50mm are required at spacings 
of 1000mm.  The weight of 
these should be 1200 gm sq.mtr 
 
Generally the floor sections and 
frames where required would be 
continuous sections without 
break. 
 
 
 
 

 
In this instance the hull does 
not precisely comply although 
given the weight of the gunnel 
structure and the substantial 
addition of a longitudinal it 
might be considered that there 
is significant residual rigidity in 
the hull as is. 
The athwartships floors are 
very substantial (see photos) 
However, the standards do 
require frames to be fitted. In a 
vessel of this size. it is likely 
that a minimum of three 
frames would be required to 
satisfy the full  constructional 
requirements for this size of 
vessel. 
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Hull laminate 
thickness/weight for a single 
skin hull as this is thought to 
be 

 
It was not possible to confirm 
the weight of lay up accurately 

 
For scantling 10 

Shell:           3000 gm sq.mtr 
Keel:            5400gm sq. mtr 
Keel width:   400mm 
Sheer:          3000gm sq. mtr. 
Sheer width: 250mm 
 
 

 
There were no areas where 
any suspicion of underweight 
laminate or construction could 
be seen. The hammer testing 
confirmed that the layup is of 
significant weight throughout 
the vessel. There were no 
areas where there was any 
obvious flexing or movement 
associated with underweight 
structure. 

 
Transom thickness 
(outboard powered only) 

 
Not relevant, the vessel is 
inboard powered 

 

 
 
 

 
Weather deck plywood 
 
 

 
The vessel is an open boat 
with removable sole boards. 
The weight of the sole in this 
particular case is substantial  
& has been constructed from 
17mm ply overlaid with12mm 
iroko laid decking. In this 
particular case grp sheathing 
is not required. 
 

 
Scantling  numeral 10 

Plywood thickness 9mm & 1200 
gm.sq.mtr.sheathing 
   
 
 

 
There are no issues with the 
sole construction 

 
Bulkheads 

 

There are no watertight 
bulkheads within the vessel. 
The locker at the bow could 
effectively be effectively 
described as a structural 
bulkhead. 
This appears to be a minimum 
of 12 mmm thickness and fully 
encapsulated with grp. 
 
It extends a good height above 
the cockpit sole and has been 
panelled in over the top to 
form a shelf or foredeck locker 
top of substantial size.  
This is also fully encapsulated 
over substantial underlying 
plywood. It has been finished 
off with iroko trim. 
 
This is located  1100 -1200 
mm aft of the stem and rises 
approximately 450mm above 
the waterline. 

 
Depth of  bulkhead: 
 

 
.7m  

 Thickness  9mm plywood 
 Bonding      1200 gm sq m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The vessel will require an 
effective watertight bulkhead  
 
All vessels below 7m LOA are 
to be fitted with at least one 
watertight  bulkhead 
positioned according to the 
vessel’s arrangement where it 
will be most effective to 
prevent flooding when in a 
damaged condition. To suit 
particular vessel  
arrangements, consideration 
may be given to the provision 
of intact buoyancy spaces 
below deck or floor areas in 
lieu of the provision of 
watertight bulkheads. 
 
There is the potential to create 
one watertight bulkhead 
forwards as there is already a 
substantial forward locker 
extending 1100 mm aft of the 
bow at the waterline level with 
significant rigidity and overall 
construction. If it is decided to 
adapt  this locker then the 
whole of the locker down to 
the base of the bilge and hull 
sides at that point must be 
absolutely watertight.. 
 
The stern locker would not be 
very easy to transform into a 
watertight compartment and 
would not be a particularly 
large volume in this case. 
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Athwartships deck beams 

 
Not required on this design as 
the sole boards are supported 
on athwart ships grp 
encapsulations fully bonded to 
the hull 

 

 
 

Other than noting there are no 
deficiencies, no comments 
required. 

 
Flanged top rails 

 
Although there is no specific 
flange at hull top edge, the 
gunnel is significantly 
reinforced with iroko railing of 
a total measurement sided 
90mm x 90mm moulded 

 
Scantling numeral 10 

Top rail width 70mm depth of 
flange 90mm  weight 4200 Gm 
sq.mtr  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The timber gunnel would be 
significantly more rigid than 
the equivalent grp gunnel in 
this particular case. All of this 
section has been recently 
fitted to a very high 
professional standard with no 
obvious structural 
shortcomings. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Part 5 - General Photographs of the vessel and Supporting Photographs of 

Defects Noted (2 pictures per page only) 

 

 
 

 
The first part of inspection carried out while the vessel was still afloat 

 
New iroko gunnel and substantial Sampson posts 
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Transom, the rudder was not available for inspection 
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Looking aft with the engine cover lifted. Note the close fit of all of the sole boards 

 
The applicant. The forward locker as can be seen is bonded to the hull sides throughout. At the base of this 

locker can be seen a grp deck above the bilge base but this is not fully sealed. The area does have the 
potential to be a significant buoyancy chamber if it can be completely watertight at all times. 
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The starboard bilges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Starboard bilges looking aft. Note new timber keel. 
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Starboard aft quarter New Beta engine 

  

Stern after virtually fully dried out Portside on beach 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gunnel 90+ mm width & height 
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Substantial and numerous structural floors. Note substantial longitudinal at half topside height. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Longitudinal stringer overall 80mm x 80mm Internal of  stern locker 

  
Internal stern gear Foredeck depth maximum 1200mm 
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Bows on 
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Part 6 - General Conditions 

 
 
1. It should be noted that this document is a general report on the construction of the above-mentioned vessel. 

2. This report is for the purposes of possible registration to the UK commercial fishing vessel register and has been 
requested by either the Maritime Coastguard Agency (MCA) or Registry of Shipping and Seamen (RSS) and is only 
applicable to existing vessels. 

3. This report will be submitted to the MCA for review, the acceptance to the registry is by MCA approval only. 

4. The information contained herein is confidential to the owner and the MCA, and has been made expressly for the purpose 
outlined above. 

5. In the case of GRP vessels, if the original construction process and any subsequent modifications were not witnessed by a 
Seafish appointed surveyor, then the vessel does not comply with the requirements of the Seafish Construction 
Standards. 

6. Hull & structural laminate scantlings of GRP vessels cannot be determined and therefore compliance with Seafish 
Standards cannot be verified. 

7. Except as expressly provided, machinery, tanks, internal ballast, boats loose gear, electrical and ancillary equipment have 
not been removed or stripped for further examination. 

8. Except as expressly provided, no electrical wiring or equipment has been tested or inspected for compliance to the 
Seafish Construction Standards. 

9. All owners are recommended to complete a full risk assessment and should specifically include the operation and 
protection of the vessels integrity where the vessel has not been designed and constructed to commercial fishing vessel 
standards. 

10. If the applicant is not satisfied with the contents of the report, then written notice is to be given by the applicant to Seafish 
highlighting any areas for review within 10 working days of issue by Seafish. 

 

“Copying, duplication and reproduction of this document is strictly prohibited without prior written 

consent. All rights reserved.” 

 
 




